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Happy birthday to AWARE-IBD!
We started this project funded by The Health

Foundation 2 years ago today! We have
achieved SO much, with over 250 patients

involved and lots of service changes
underway including personalised written
care plans and new consultant clinics!



Hi everyone, 
 
I am the Clinical Trials Assistant for AWARE-IBD in gastroenterology and for
pulmonary hypertension in respiratory medicine. I have been involved in
research since I studied for a bachelor’s degree in psychology and a master’s
degree in clinical neurology, at The University of Sheffield. Currently, I am
involved in all aspects of the research process. This includes aiding with site
initiation, recruitment, data acquisition and analysis, study close and
dissemination.  
 
For AWARE-IBD my main responsibilities have been in recruitment, leading the
‘What Matters to You?’ response analysis, and trialling personalised written
care plans. An additional focus for me is to now speak to as many people as
possible on our inpatient wards about their experience of IBD and the care
that they receive.  
 
It has been only from your willingness and extensive input of information that
we have now been able to have the discussions needed to make meaningful
changes to our IBD service. It is also through this process that I have had the
absolute pleasure of speaking to such a great number of you that live with
Crohn’s and colitis. 
 
Thank you for the tireless interest, insight, 
and investment that you bring to our work.  
 
Stefan Roman
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We're now 2 years into the AWARE-IBD project and we have tested three
changes to the IBD service. The aim of these changes is to improve access
to the service and provide more patient-centred care.

You said you wanted better access to the IBD service, improved
communication and more patient-centered care. We did this by...

1. A face-to-face clinic led by IBD Nurse Specialists on the Clinical
Investigations Unit for people who receive infusions as part of their IBD care.

2. A new clinic led by IBD consultants targeting patients who are newly
diagnosed, have changed biologic treatments or require urgent clinical
review for flare symptoms following a call to the helpline.

3. Introducing personalised written care plans to clinic appointments. The
care plan has been designed by people with IBD, and you can view a copy
by clicking here. If you have an upcoming appointment with the IBD
service and would like to try the care plan, please let your clinician know.

UPDATES 
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RECENT SERVICE CHANGES

After trialling these changes, we're now looking at
data to see if these changes improved your
experience of the IBD service and your outcomes. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wXKL-R0LeWb5Mp3ZN_gOhMF6d1dONZAt/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=107755655445320171363&rtpof=true&sd=true


Your voice matters! It's really important that we keep collecting data
every 3 months so that we can show whether or not the changes
we're making improve the IBD service. We want to make sure that
the service changes reflect what matters to you, so we really
appreciate your continued participation in the AWARE-IBD project.
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If you want to have your say in what
changes we make to the service, join us
on Monday lunchtimes 12:15-13:15 for our
weekly microsystem meeting. You can
join us face-to-face at The Medical School
or you can join online via MS Teams!

We are also trialling the care plan on a larger number of patients
with upcoming appointments with the IBD team. If you have an
upcoming appointment and would like to use the care plan, please
get in touch by e-mailing: aware-ibd@sheffield.ac.uk

Given the positive feedback we received for the
consultant-led clinic, we are trialling the clinic again
this month - but this time for 4 weeks!

mailto:aware-ibd@sheffield.ac.uk
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HEALTH FOUNDATION 
COMMON AMBITION EVENT

Back in October 2022, the Common Ambition grant holders came
together with the Health Foundation to share all the work we've been
doing for the past 2 years!

The aim of the Common Ambition programme is to build sustainable
change across health care through collaboration between those who
use services and those who deliver them.
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Here are some of the key things we learned from listening to the
other 3 teams that presented at the event
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If there are any changes to
your contact details, please
let the study team know by

sending an email to 
aware-ibd@sheffield.ac.uk

Finally, don’t
forget to follow us
on twitter to stay

up to date with the
project in between

newsletters!

SUDOKU ACTIVITIES

https://twitter.com/AwareIbd

